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+ very beautiful graphics and levels
+ later movement modes are very satisfying to practice
+ the enemies have very distinct modes of attack

- sometimes the cherries are really hard to pick:)
. Flying in the face of the ever-increasing sophistication of first-person shooters, a little developer called Croteam decided to
make an FPS the way they used to be made. The original Serious Sam was a colorful, chaotic romp through a world filled with
numerous inventive enemies. Sam's Second Encounter offered loads of new content but few actual improvements in terms of
gameplay or graphics. Today Croteam finally released the first "official" sequel to the original, the imaginatively named Serious
Sam II.. Great story and art! But I would say there is about 3 hours worth of content, and then its a grind with the same
repetitive process until you unlock the ending.

7/10

Good game but I'd wait for a sale.. One of the Best games availible for VR(IMO) Left-Hand path captures the cadance of Dark-
Souls but very much so has its own fresh-unique art/story/mechanics to bring to the table. The combat system is one of the more
polished ones I have been able to expierience in VR and hope that more VR games take a note from Left-Hand path.

All in all 10/10 from me. I have loved seeing this title develop over the past few months ive had my headset.

Not only is the game top notch but the Developer is Inspirational ^_^. Watched darts, got mildly exited. Watched kettle boil,
great fun. Watched paint dry, cheered like a nutter. Played this, lost the will to live, I'd carry on but I'm dead,
. Marmoset LLC thanks guys ! I think this is the best 2D painting tool on the market .. Very fun to play, you can customize
everything!!
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Short, addictive and stylish. Just used the map editor to make a small gauntlet of nebulae, pirates, and lag. 10\/10.. Great game,
glad they put this version on Steam, it's a blast of nostalgia.. EPIC, sega rally 2018!! enough said!!. DO NOT BUY!!! Lack of
gameplay and is no fun!!!. Simpler but worst.

- Cannot ask for aircraft to hold short of runways.
- Graphics are very poor, probably using Google Earth for ground textures
- Ground, taxiways and runways are not aligned, so sometimes aircrafts taxi out of the airport zone (KLAX 25R) or are parked
on taxiways...
- Commands are way too simple, basically are ''clear to taxi'' ''clear for takeoff'' and ''clear to land'' only.
- Very not user-friendly
- Lack of settings is incredible
- No text to understand the voice of pilots
- That mentionned voice of pilots is always the same male text-to-speech dude, feels like a robot.
- You will end up with penalties and you will never know what you did wrong, they will just remove points from your score.
- Sound effects are very low and not varied.
- Aircraft textures are very very very low.
- Not what you see on the screenshots and on the video.

Refunded after 45 minutes.. This is not just a mod, its a brand new game. Awesome. Negatives:
The map is glitchy and undetailed.
The baddies are blonde white dudes in blackface.
Asset Flip

Positives:
The game runs resonably well.
You get to kill all the blackface dudes.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/6_c6shyE1M4. Love this game!!!!! Has a very creepy feel to it.So you're looking to spook yourself this is the
game for you. Mind challenging puzzles that you and your partner definitely need to work together to solve. Makes you think
outside the box. Graphics and gameplay are good. I would definitely recommend this game. Great Job!!!!. I'm gonna keep my
review short, sweet, and simple.

Weapon of Choice falls on the HIGH end of mediocre. I'd go as far as calling it 'good enough'.

The gameplay is kind of generic. Very simple.

The story is.... Kinda blah. Nothing special.

The art style is vibrant and very alien\/mutant. Interesting monsters and bosses. Big plus there.

It's got interesting gameplay mechanics, like the 'rescue system' where you find an ally and carry them to safety. And, the spider-
pack was kinda fun. No more obscure firing angles!

The near miss 'death brushing' system was definitely interesting. I don't recall anything else like it.

Unusual characters with vastly differening weapon and play styles. Kinda nice. Just needs MORE characters!

The game is short. Crazy short. Replayability and branching paths only go so far.

But my favorite feature of the game?

The BRUTAL FREAKING METAL SOUNDTRACK!!!!!!!

A lot of love went into the soundtrack and I was more than happy to slap down the 2 extra bucks to get it. It is good, classic,
hard and fast metal. The way metal should be. Especially action-game music. Really driving and invigorating.
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The music saved this game, by me.

7\/10~ Will play again if more content\/sequel comes out.

Seriously. The music is awesome. Buy the soundtrack too.
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